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Abstract
The introduction of forensic autosomal DNA profiles was controversial, but the problems
were successfully addressed, and DNA profiling has gone on to revolutionise forensic sci-
ence. Y-chromosome profiles are valuable when there is a mixture of male-source and
female-source DNA, and interest centres on the identity of the male source(s) of the DNA.
The problem of evaluating evidential weight is even more challenging for Y profiles than for
autosomal profiles. Numerous approaches have been proposed, but they fail to deal ade-
quately with the fact that men with matching Y-profiles are related in extended patrilineal
clans, many of which may not be represented in available databases. The higher mutation
rates of modern profiling kits have led to increased discriminatory power but they have also
exacerbated the problem of fairly conveying evidential value. Because the relevant popula-
tion is difficult to define, yet the number of matching relatives is fixed as population size var-
ies, it is typically infeasible to derive population-based match probabilities relevant to a
specific crime. We propose a conceptually simple solution, based on a simulation model
and software to approximate the distribution of the number of males with a matching Y pro-
file. We show that this distribution is robust to different values for the variance in reproduc-
tive success and the population growth rate. We also use importance sampling reweighting
to derive the distribution of the number of matching males conditional on a database fre-
quency, finding that this conditioning typically has only a modest impact. We illustrate the
use of our approach to quantify the value of Y profile evidence for a court in a way that is
both scientifically valid and easily comprehensible by a judge or juror.
Author summary
Y-chromosome DNA profiles are important in forensic science, particularly when a male
has been accused of assaulting a female. However, unlike for autosomal profiles, the prob-
lem of evaluating weight-of-evidence for Y profiles has not been satisfactorily resolved
despite many attempts. The key idea missing from current approaches is that Y-profile
matches are due to patrilineal relatedness that is typically too remote to be recognized, but
close compared with the relatedness of random pairs from the population. We focus on
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approximating the number of males with matching Y profiles, rather than a population
fraction or match probability. We describe a simulation model of Y profile evolution,
implemented in open-source software, for approximating the number of males sharing a
Y profile. We extend our simulation method to also model database selection. Even under
the optimistic assumption that the database has been sampled randomly in the relevant
population, we show that database counts don’t help much. The reason is that modern
profiling kits with high profile mutation rates imply that almost all profiles are rare rela-
tive to typical database sizes. We discuss how to use our approach to present evidence in
court in a way that is both fair and easy to understand.
Introduction
A forensic Y-chromosome profile typically consists of the allele at between 15 and 30 short tan-
dem repeat (STR) loci. For autosomal STR profiles, there are two alleles per locus and because
of the effects of recombination, the alleles at distinct loci are treated as independent, after any
adjustments for sample size, coancestry and direct relatedness. Y profiles usually have only one
allele per locus, the exceptions are due to genomic duplications [1]. The loci lie in the non-
recombining part of the Y chromosome, which behaves like a single locus and so the Y profile
can be regarded as a single allele, or haplotype. This represents a major contrast with autoso-
mal profiles, the implications of which have not been fully addressed [2].
At the core of the weight of evidence for autosomal STR profiles is the match probability,
which is the conditional probability that a particular individual X has a matching profile, given
that the queried contributor Q has it [3]. Matching at a single, autosomal STR allele is relatively
common: typically a few percent of individuals from the same population share a given allele.
The probability of matching is increased when X is a relative of Q, but for typical population
sizes most of the individuals sharing a given allele are not closely related to Q.
Because of the absence of recombination, the situation for Y-STR profiles is different [4].
The profile mutation rate is approximately the sum of the mutation rates at each STR locus,
which can be above 0.1 per generation for profiling kits in current use (Fig 1). This, together
with the large space of possible profiles, implies that the probability of a matching Y profile
between distantly-related males is negligible [5]. Our results confirm that in practice matches
only occur between males connected by a lineage path of at most a few tens of meioses. Thus,
Q can have many matching relatives, but the relatedness will typically be too distant to be rec-
ognised. Thus an attempt to exclude known patrilineal relatives of Q as alternative sources of
the DNA will typically be of limited value. Similarly, while matching surnames can be a guide
to matching Y profiles in many societies [6], the correlation may not be strong enough for this
to be useful in eliminating alternative sources.
The number of matching patrilineal relatives of Q is insensitive to population size, and the
latter is difficult to define in forensic contexts. Thus, unlike for autosomal profiles, it is difficult
to develop an approach to weight-of-evidence based on population match probabilities. More-
over, in most approaches to weight-of-evidence for Y profiles, a count of the profile in a data-
base plays a central role [7–11], but because of (i) the large number of distinct Y profiles, (ii)
the concentration of matching profiles in extended patrilineal clans that may be clustered geo-
graphically or socially [12], and (iii) the fact that the databases are not scientific random sam-
ples [13], database information is of limited value, and difficult to interpret in a valid and
useful way [2, 5].
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For these reasons we believe that current approaches to evaluating Y profile evidence are
unsatisfactory. Proposals have been made that use population genetic models to allow for
coancestry [11, 14], but the problem remains of setting the coancestry parameter. The appro-
priate value depends on the fraction of patrilineal relatives of Q in the relevant population,
which is not well-defined in most crime cases. Coalescent-based modelling of the match prob-
ability can make full use of the available information [15], but is computationally demanding
and requires the database to be a random sample from the relevant population.
Instead of a population fraction or match probability, we focus on the number of males
with Y profile matching that of Q, and we propose a simulation model, implemented in easy-
to-use software, to approximate its distribution (Fig 2). Key parameters of the model include
the locus mutation rates, the variance in reproductive success (VRS) and the population
growth rate. We extend our simulation framework to provide a novel approach to using counts
from a database assumed to be sampled randomly in the relevant population. While this
assumption may be unrealistic, it serves to illustrate the limited value of database counts even
in this optimistic setting. In contrast with other methods, our approach easily and correctly
takes into account a zero database count for the profile of Q.
Fig 1. Posterior distributions of the mutation rates. The posterior distributions of the whole-profile per-generation mutation rates for
each of three profiling kits: Yfiler, PowerPlex Y23, and Yfiler Plus (see Materials and Methods). Vertical dashed lines indicate maximum-
likelihood estimates. See S1 Table for details of the underlying mutation count data.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pgen.1007028.g001
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Our software and method allow Y profile evidence to be quantified in a way that is valid
and directly interpretable to courts.
Materials and methods
Marker sets and mutation
We consider three Y-STR profiling kits: Yfiler (17 loci), PowerPlex Y23 (23 loci), and Yfiler
Plus (27 loci). Mutation count data for these loci are given in S1 Table. All Yfiler loci are
Fig 2. Simulation process illustrated. Simplified illustration of the process of counting haplotype matches (here, 3-locus haplotypes
simulated over 10 generations with mutation rate 0.1 per locus per generation). Below the dashed line circles indicate males in the final three
generations, who we label “live”. A live male Q was sampled and observed to have haplotype (0, 0, −1). The figure shows the founder that is
ancestral to Q and all descendants of that founder, highlighting in orange those with haplotype (0, 0, −1). In this instance there are 16 live
males with haplotype (0, 0, −1); any of these 16 could be Q—the resulting figure would be the same.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pgen.1007028.g002
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present in the other two kits, but PowerPlex Y23 has two loci not present in Yfiler Plus
(DYS549 and DYS643) and Yfiler Plus has six loci not present in PowerPlex Y23 (DYS627,
DYS460, DYS518, DYS449 and two loci at DYF387S1).
All three kits include both copies of the duplicated locus DYS385. In our simulation study,
DYS385a and DYS385b are treated as two independent loci, whereas in practice the order of
the duplicated locus is unknown and so e.g. allele pair 13/14 cannot be distinguished from 14/
13. We use the same mutation rate for DYS385a and DYS385b, estimated by halving the
reported mutation count for locus DYS385. Yfiler Plus includes another duplicated locus,
DYF387S1, for which similar comments apply.
Population and mutation simulations
We adopt a Wright-Fisher model, both with a constant per-generation population size N and
with a growth rate of 2% per generation. Because the profile mutation rate is high, |O|, the
number of live males with Y profile matching that of Q, is usually at most several tens, and pro-
vided that N> 103, it is insensitive to N. Although larger than necessary, we chose N = 105 for
the constant population size, and we verified empirically that increasing this to N = 106 led to
the same results. The growing population had initial size 7,365 growing over the simulation to
106 in the final generation.
We generate Y profiles for the live individuals by assigning allele 0 at all loci for each
founder, and running a neutral, symmetric, single-step mutation process at each locus, for-
ward in time over G = 250 generations, so that with high probability all lines of descent from
founder to current generation include multiple mutations. We estimate locus mutation rates
using the data from S1 Table, allowing for uncertainty by assuming a Beta(1.5, 200) prior dis-
tribution (S1 Fig), so that the posterior distribution given the count data is Beta(x + 1.5, y +
200), where x and y are the numbers of meioses in which mutations did and did not occur for
that locus.
The symmetric, single-step mutation model is a reasonable first approximation to the STR
mutation process [16, 17] and adequate here because most of the matches of interest are
between individuals sharing the same haplotype with no intervening mutations, in which case
only the mutation rate is important, not any other detail of the mutation process. However,
some matches arise with intervening mutations that cancel, and so any deficiencies in this
model can have a small impact on our results.
The results presented below are based on 5 × 105 values of |O| for each profiling kit, value of
VRS and growth rate: we repeated the genealogy simulation 5 times, and for each of these we
simulated the mutation process 100 times, each time starting by resampling each mutation
rate from its posterior distribution. For each population/mutation simulation we made 103
selections of Q, each time recording the number of his Y-profile matches and the number of
meioses between each matching pair.
Variable reproductive success
Competition for mates and other factors can lead to a high variance in reproductive success
among males in many non-human species and some human societies, notably those in which
polygyny is practised [18]. We perform simulations to investigate the extent to which variabil-
ity in reproductive success affects the number of Y profiles matching that of Q.
We posit a symmetric Dirichlet distribution that specifies the probability for each man in a
generation to be the father of an arbitrary male in the next generation. To avoid dependence
on population size, we work with relative paternity probabilities that have mean one and vari-
ance denoted VRS. The standard Wright-Fisher model assigns all N men a relative probability
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of paternity equal to one, and VRS = 0. We also consider values 5 and 1 for the parameter of
the symmetric Dirichlet, which correspond to VRS = 0.2 and VRS = 1, respectively. When
VRS = 0.2, a man’s relative paternity probability has 95% probability to lie between 0.32 and
2.05, and in a constant-size population the corresponding standard deviation in offspring
count is about 1.1, which is close to an estimate of 1.07 for the modern US population [19].
VRS = 1 implies that each man’s relative paternity probability has an Exponential(1) distribu-
tion, with 95% equal-tailed interval from 0.025 to 3.7. The corresponding standard deviation
in offspring count is about 1.4, which is very high for a modern developed society but higher
values have been recorded in human societies [18].
Comparison of simulated and real databases
The available Y-profile databases are not random samples from a well-defined population.
Although sampling biases can also affect databases of autosomal profiles, the mixing effect of
recombination reduces their impact, whereas these biases can be important for Y profiles. We
are unable to mimic database selection processes, which are diverse, and the populations from
which real databases are sampled are often only loosely defined. Therefore we cannot rigor-
ously test the realism of our simulations against empirical data, but some comparison is
informative.
We compared results from our population and mutation simulations against data from 6
databases of PowerPlex Y23 profiles drawn from: Central Europe (n = 5,361), Eastern Europe
(n = 1,665), Northern Europe (n = 903), Southeastern Europe (n = 758), Southern Europe
(n = 1,462) and Western Europe (n = 2,590) [20]. For each real database, we randomly sampled
databases with the same n from simulated populations with constant population sizes N = 105
and N = 106. For each profiling kit and value of N, we fixed VRS = 0.2 and repeated the popula-
tion simulation 10 times, for each population we simulated the mutation process 10 times, and
for each of these we simulated 10 databases. Hence, each boxplot in Fig 3 is based on 1,000
datapoints.
Identifying matching males
Given a population and mutation simulation, we treat the males in the final three generations
as potentially of interest, for brevity we label them as “live”. We choose one at random among
the live males to represent Q, the queried source of the Y profile and then identify the set O of
live males carrying the same Y profile as Q. The males in O represent the set of potential
sources of the crime scene DNA profile, including Q himself. Depending on the case circum-
stances, some males with Y profiles matching Q will be of an age or live in a location that
makes them unlikely to be a source of the crime scene DNA. A forensic DNA expert is not usu-
ally entitled to make these judgments, which are a matter for the court and we do not attempt
to model such information here.
Importance weighting to condition on database match count
A low database count of the profile suggests a low population count. However because in a
large population almost all Y profiles are very rare, a profile count from a database of modest
size (typically in practice up to a few thousand) provides little information [5]. To quantify
this, we modify the distribution of |O| by conditioning on a count of m copies of the profile of
Q in a database of size n. Here, we assume that the database has been sampled randomly from
the live males, which is typically unrealistic but can be useful for illustration.
We could have obtained the required approximation in our simulation framework as fol-
lows: for every simulation of O, we sample a database of size n at random from the live males,
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and if the number of males from O included in the database equals m, we retain the simulation,
otherwise we reject it. However, this rejection sampling approach can be inefficient, particu-
larly when m> 1.
Instead we use importance sampling to reweight the |O| values to reflect conditioning on
m. Writing π for the fraction of the live individuals that match the profile of Q, the required








normalised to have an average of one over the full simulation [21]. Intuitively, a large value of
m is implausible if |O| is small, and hence π is close to zero, resulting in a low weight.
To assess the efficiency of the importance sampling, the effective sample size (ESS) was cal-
culated [21] for n = 100 and 1,000 and for m from 0 to 6. The results from the simulations with
Fig 3. Properties of random databases from simulated populations. Properties of PowerPlex Y23 profile databases drawn at random
from simulated populations with VRS = 0.2 and constant population sizes N = 105 (green boxplots) and N = 106 (red boxplots), and real
databases of the same sizes (crosses) [20]. The left panels show the fractions of singleton profiles and doubletons (profiles arising exactly
twice). The right panels show the counts of the two most common profiles.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pgen.1007028.g003
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constant population size (S2 Fig), show that the ESS decreases rapidly as m increases, so that
the approximation to the conditional distribution of |O| is typically poor for m> 3.
Results
Comparison of simulated and real databases
Fig 3 shows a broad similarity between real and simulated databases, with properties of real
databases often lying between the N = 105 and N = 106 simulated databases. However these val-
ues of N are much lower than the census male populations corresponding to the database
labels, suggesting restricted sampling. Northern Europe is an outlier, which could reflect non-
random sampling. Finland is greatly over-represented in the Northern Europe database rela-
tive to its population size, whereas for example Norway is not represented. Moreover, samples
are obtained from just a few centres per country, without comprehensive coverage of the pop-
ulation. In the north of Finland lives one of the most important population isolates in Europe
and its over-representation could substantially affect database frequencies. The two most com-
mon profiles were both restricted to Finnish samples.
The number and relatedness of matching Y profiles
Fig 4 shows, for each of 18 combinations of profiling kit, VRS and constant/growing popula-
tion size, the distribution of |O|, the number of live males with profile matching that of Q.
Here “live” means in the final three generations of the population simulation. As expected, |O|
tends to be larger when the haplotype mutation rate is lower. However, the 18 distributions are
all highly dispersed and overlap substantially. If Q is a defendant who denies being a source of
the DNA, larger values of |O| are more helpful to his case. Therefore, consistent with the rec-
ommendation [11] to use an upper 95% confidence interval for the population frequency, if a
court wishes to consider scenarios that are helpful to the defendant while remaining realistic, it
might regard the 95% quantile as a useful summary of the distribution of |O| (Table 1).
Fig 5 shows for the same 18 parameter combinations as Fig 4, the distribution of Δ, the
number of meioses between Q and another male with matching Y profile. We see that match-
ing males are predominantly separated from Q by a handful of meioses (such as uncles and
cousins). There exist some matches with Δ> 20 but almost all have Δ< 50. While Δ> 20 is
too remote for the relatedness to be recognised, for random pairs in a population of size 105
there is probability <0.001 of Δ< 50, which implies that “random man” match probabilities
can be misleading for Y profiles.
From Fig 5 we can infer that Y profile matches between distantly-related males are so
unlikely as to be negligible. In the limit as their common ancestor is increasingly further back
in the past (that is, as Δ increases), the match probability converges to the product of popula-
tion allele fractions, which is negligibly small for a full Y profile from a modern kit. Our simu-
lations exaggerate this possibility because all founders 250 generations in the past are assigned
the same haplotype. Nevertheless for our most discriminating kit, Yfiler Plus, no matches were
observed between any pair of descendants of distinct founders over a total of 4.5 million popu-
lation simulations.
Role of database information
Table 2 gives properties of the conditional distribution of |O| given three values of the database
count m, for each of three database sizes n, drawn from a simulated constant-size population
with VRS = 0.2. As expected, |O| increases stochastically with m, but the distributions substan-
tially overlap and the practical impact of the dependence on m for the decision process of a
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court may be only modest. For example, with the most discriminatory kit that we consider,
Yfiler Plus, the upper 95% quantile of the unconditional distribution of |O| is 37 (Table 2, row
1). If, however, we note that the profile of Q is unobserved in a database of size n = 103, this
apparently useful information only has the effect of reducing the 95% quantile from 37 to 36,
even under optimistic assumptions about the database. In reality, the males in O are likely to
be clustered geographically and/or socially, and the database is usually not a random sample
from the population, further reducing the value of database information.
Properties of conditional distributions for other VRS values and growth models are given
in S3 Table (VRS = 0.2, constant population size), S4 Table (VRS = 1, constant population
size), S5 Table (VRS = 0, constant population size), S6 Table (VRS = 0.2, population growth),
S7 Table (VRS = 1, population growth), S8 Table (VRS = 0, population growth).
Discussion
Presentation in court
Although the distribution of |O| varies with demographic parameters such as VRS and popula-
tion growth rate, which cannot be known exactly for a specific court case, we have shown (Fig
4) that the distributions are insensitive to major changes in parameter values, relative to the
precision necessary for a juror’s reasoning: whether the number of matching individuals in the
population is 40 or 50 or 60 is unlikely to have much impact on a juror’s decision, but orders
of magnitude may well be important.
Fig 4. The distribution of |Ω|, the number of live males with Y profile matching that of Q. The distribution is shown for each of three
profiling kits, three values of the variance in reproductive success (VRS) and with and without population growth (growth rates 1 and 1.02).
See Table 1 for numerical properties of these distributions.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pgen.1007028.g004
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Table 1. Properties of the unconditional distribution of |Ω|, the number of males with a Y profile matching that of Q. Each row corresponds to a dis-
tinct combination of profiling kit, value of VRS and growth model.
Kit Growth rate VRS Median Mode 95% quantile 99% quantile
Yfiler 1 0 25 1 101 156
Yfiler 1 0.2 29 1 121 185
Yfiler 1 1 46 1 201 310
Yfiler 1.02 0 31 1 151 249
Yfiler 1.02 0.2 36 1 177 285
Yfiler 1.02 1 58 1 288 466
PowerPlex Y23 1 0 13 1 53 80
PowerPlex Y23 1 0.2 15 1 62 95
PowerPlex Y23 1 1 23 1 102 158
PowerPlex Y23 1.02 0 14 1 62 96
PowerPlex Y23 1.02 0.2 16 1 73 115
PowerPlex Y23 1.02 1 25 1 119 188
Yfiler Plus 1 0 8 1 32 48
Yfiler Plus 1 0.2 9 1 37 57
Yfiler Plus 1 1 13 1 59 93
Yfiler Plus 1.02 0 8 1 35 54
Yfiler Plus 1.02 0.2 9 1 41 63
Yfiler Plus 1.02 1 14 1 66 103
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pgen.1007028.t001
Fig 5. The distribution ofΔ, the number of father-son steps between Q and another male inΩ. The distribution is shown for each of
three profiling kits, three values of VRS and with and without population growth. See S2 Table for numerical properties of these distributions.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pgen.1007028.g005
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Based on the results from simulations such as those underlying Fig 4, an expert could pro-
pose a suitable summary of the distribution of |O| over a range of plausible parameter values,
and this could be presented at court along the following lines:
“A Y-chromosome profile was recovered from the crime scene. Mr Q has a matching Y pro-
file and so is not excluded as a contributor of DNA. Using population genetics theory and
data, we conclude that the number of males in the population with a matching Y profile is
probably less than 20, and is very unlikely (probability < 5%) to exceed 40. These men or
boys span a wide range of ages and we don’t know where they live. They are all paternal-
line relatives of Q, but the relationship may extend over many father-son steps, well beyond
the known relatives of Q. Since these individuals share paternal-line ancestry with Q, some
of them could be similar to Q in ethnic identity, language, religion, physical appearance
and place of residence.”
If there is database frequency information, the court could be further advised, for example:
“The Y profile of Q was not observed in a database of 1,000 profiles. Because the database
does not represent a scientific random sample and because paternal-line relatives may tend
to be clustered in geographic and social groups that are not well sampled in the database, it
is difficult to interpret this information. If the database were a random sample from the
population, its effect would be to reduce the 95% upper limit on the number of matching
males from 40 to 39.”
The impact of this information may be minimal, and it could perhaps be omitted except
that courts may be expecting to hear database information. Depending on the circumstances
of the case, a judge might further instruct members of the jury:
“If you consider that there may be up to 40 males of different ages with a Y profile matching
that of Q, and that these males may tend to resemble Q in some characteristics more than
random members of the population, your task is to decide whether all the evidence that has
been presented to you is enough to convince you that Q is the source of the crime scene
DNA, and not one of these other males with the same Y profile.”
Table 2. Properties of the distribution of the number of males with a matching Yfiler Plus profile with and without database count information. Row
1 is the same as the fifth last row of Table 1 (Yfiler Plus, constant population size, VRS = 0.2; “-” indicates the absence of m and n values). Other rows show
properties of the corresponding conditional distributions given an observation of m copies of the profile in a randomly-sampled database of size n. Correspond-
ing values for other profiling kits, VRS values, and population growth models are given in S3 Table through S8 Table.
m n Median Mode 95% quantile 99% quantile
- - 9 1 37 57
0 100 9 1 37 57
0 1,000 9 1 36 55
0 10,000 6 1 27 41
1 100 21 11 58 81
1 1,000 20 11 56 78
1 10,000 15 9 41 58
2 100 33 27 77 102
2 1,000 32 21 74 99
2 10,000 23 17 55 73
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pgen.1007028.t002
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It should be clear from these considerations that a matching Y profile, taken alone, can
never suffice to establish convincingly that Q is a source of the crime-scene DNA. However, it
remains very powerful evidence that can reduce the number of alternative sources from per-
haps several millions, for a crime in a large city, down to just a few tens. If an autosomal DNA
profile is also available that includes Q then the remaining task for the prosecution of establish-
ing that Q is the source, rather than one of the 40 or so potential Y-matchers, will usually be
readily achievable even if the autosomal profile is complex, for example due to DNA from mul-
tiple sources. Alternatively, non-DNA evidence can suffice to complete the task of convincing
a jury that Q is the source of the Y profile.
We have here only considered DNA samples with a single male contributor. A similar
approach can be applied for multiple male contributors, see S1 Text, S3 Fig and S9 Table.
Coancestry, kinship and sampling adjustments
For autosomal DNA profiles a coancestry adjustment is generally recommended to allow for
remote shared ancestry between Q and X, the hypothetical alternative source of the DNA. Sim-
ilarly if Q and X might be close relatives, a match probability can be computed using explicit
kinship parameters. Sampling adjustments are also sometimes recommended, based on data-
base size. None of these adjustments is needed for the method proposed here, because all
matches with related individuals are modelled in the simulations, as is the size of the database.
Likelihood ratio reporting
Forensic weight-of-evidence is often best quantified using a ratio of likelihoods under prosecu-
tion and defence hypotheses, which in simple settings reduces to a match probability. We sup-
port that approach in general, but there are specific difficulties applying it to Y profiles,
because the match probability for an alternative to Q will depend strongly on Δ, the number of
meioses separating that individual from Q. We therefore propose a different approach, report-
ing to the court an estimate of the number of males with matching Y profiles. Estimating the
number of matching individuals in the population has been recommended in the past for auto-
somal DNA profiles. In the mid-1990s, when autosomal DNA profile match probabilities were
not as minuscule as they have become, the England and Wales Court of Appeal recommended
that, instead of a match probability, courts be informed of the expected number of matching
individuals in a relevant population [3] (see Section 11.4.3). This recommendation was fol-
lowed for some time, until autosomal match probabilities became too small for the approach
to be helpful to jurors. In addition, for complex profiles the concept of the number of matching
individuals is problematic, because the “match” may only be partial.
For older Y-profiling kits with lower profile mutation rate, or when only a few loci generate
usable results due to poor sample quality, it may be appropriate to use a standard match proba-
bility approach. This is because there will be many matching individuals in the population, so
that profile population fractions are larger and so can be better estimated from databases, with
sampling biases being less important than when matching individuals are predominantly
closely related to Q.
Mitochondrial DNA profiles
Despite their lack of discriminatory power relative to autosomal or even Y profiles, mitochon-
drial DNA (mtDNA) profiles can be invaluable when matrilineal relatedness is of interest or
when nuclear DNA is unavailable, for example in old bones, teeth or hair shafts, or for some
highly-degraded samples [22]. Similar issues arise for mtDNA profiles as for Y profiles, but
because the mutation rate for the entire mtDNA genome is an order of magnitude lower than
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for current Y profiling kits, the sets of matching individuals tend to be much larger. This
makes the problems of relatedness of matching individuals and database sampling biases less
severe, though still important.
Software
Our open source (Apache License) R [23] package malan (MAle Lineage ANlysis) available at
https://github.com/mikldk/malan performed the analyses described in this paper. A vignette
demonstrating the functionality of malan is available in the package. We also provide an
online demonstration app based on malan but with limited functionality, available at https://
mikldk.shinyapps.io/ychr-matches/. Mutation count data are provided for the Yfiler, Power-
Plex 23 and Yfiler Plus kits.
Supporting information
S1 Fig. Y-STR mutation rates. Histogram bars show empirical mutation rates for the 29 loci
included in the three Y-STR profiling kits (rates obtained as a ratio of the counts in S1 Table).
The two duplicated loci (DYS385 and DYF387S1) are each represented as two loci with the
same mutation rate. The curve shows the probability density for the Beta(1.5, 200) prior distri-
bution assumed for each mutation rate.
(TIF)
S2 Fig. Importance sampling ESS. The effective sample size for simulations with constant
population size, as a fraction of the 106 simulated |O| values, for the importance sampling to
approximate distributions for |O| conditional on database profile count m, for m from 0 to 6.
The database sizes are n = 100 (dashed line) and n = 1,000 (solid line).
(TIF)
S3 Fig. Count distribution for a two-person mixture. Distribution of the number of Y pro-
files included in a mixed Yfiler Plus profile arising from two male contributors. The red curve
corresponds to profiles that exactly match the profile of one of the contributors. It is the same
as the red (“unconditional”) curve in Fig 4 and is included again here for comparison. The
green curve corresponds to “other included”: males with a Y profile that consist entirely of
alleles within the profiles of the two contributors, and which therefore cannot be excluded
from being one of the contributing profiles, but they do not fully match either of the two con-
tributing profiles.
(TIF)
S1 Table. Mutation count data. Loci are those from the three kits, Yfiler (17 loci), PowerPlex
Y23 (23 loci), and Yfiler Plus (27 loci). From: YHRD, [24] available at yhrd.org/pages/
resources/mutation_rates, updated 17 Jan 2017. DYS385 and DYF387S1 are duplicated loci
and each is treated as two independent loci (postfix ‘a’ and ‘b’). The same mutation rate was
used for DYS385a and DYS385b, estimated by halving the reported mutation count for locus
DYS385, and similarly for DYF387S1.
(TEX)
S2 Table. Properties of the distribution of Δ, the number of father-son steps (or meioses)
between Q and another male in O. These distributions are shown in Fig 5.
(TEX)
S3 Table. The number of matching live individuals for VRS = 0.2 and constant population
size. Highlighted in grey are key properties of the unconditional distributions of |O|, the num-
ber of live individuals with profile matching that of Q, shown in Fig 4. Other rows show
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corresponding properties of conditional distributions given an observation of m copies of the
profile in a randomly-sampled database of size n. “-” means unconditional in the sense that
database profile counts (m) are not taken into account. The Yfiler Plus results are shown in
Table 2, and repeated here for comparison with the other two profiling kits.
(TEX)
S4 Table. Similar to S3 Table but with VRS = 1. Please see S3 Table caption for details.
(TEX)
S5 Table. Similar to S3 Table but with VRS = 0. The population size is constant so this case
corresponds to a standard Wright-Fisher model. Please see S3 Table caption for details.
(TEX)
S6 Table. Similar to S3 Table but with VRS = 0.2 and population size growth. The popula-
tion growth rate is 2% per generation. Please see S3 Table caption for details.
(TEX)
S7 Table. Similar to S3 Table but with VRS = 1 and population size growth. The population
growth rate is 2% per generation. Please see S3 Table caption for details.
(TEX)
S8 Table. Similar to S3 Table but with VRS = 0 and population size growth. The population
growth rate is 2% per generation. Please see S3 Table caption for details.
(TEX)
S9 Table. Mixed profiles. Key properties of the distribution of the number of Y profiles
included in a mixed Yfiler Plus profile arising from two male contributors in a constant-size
population. See S3 Fig legend for explanations of “other included” and “unconditional”.
(TEX)
S1 Text. Mixtures. An approach similar to the one presented for DNA samples with a single
male contributor can be applied for DNA samples with multiple male contributors.
(PDF)
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